
Passive Skills 77 

Chapter 77 difficult mode 

After logging in the next day, Zhang Shan continued to farm monsters at wild wolf Hill. 

“Brother divine artifact is up.” 

“Good morning, everyone. What are you all busy with?” 

I’m waiting for everyone to enter the dungeon. I’m just a little bit away from level 21. Let’s get past the 

first floor of the demon-suppressing dais first. 

“Are you guys really planning to try hard mode?” 

yeah, normal mode is boring. The drops are too trashy. 

“that’s true, have you heard of anyone else clearing hard mode?” 

Today, the demon-subduing platform’s dungeon entries had been refreshed, and everyone could enter 

again. Zhang Shan did not know if anyone had successfully challenged and cleared the hard mode, so he 

asked. 

“I’ve never heard of it. I don’t think so. The guilds are still saving up their entries for their own guilds. 

They won’t enter Dungeons unless it’s the end.” 

That’s right, the other guilds hadn’t been officially established yet, and clearing the dungeon was a 

prerequisite task for the establishment of the Guild, so they had to stay for now. 

Otherwise, after getting the heroes order, they would have no more dungeon runs and it would be a 

week later to establish a Guild. They would naturally have made plans. 

“Did anyone create a guild last night?” 

no, there’s only one Guild right now. The others are still working hard for the heroes order, hehe. 

“Is the heroes order so difficult to come out? There should be hundreds of millions of players in the 

game right now, and no one has dropped it for so long?” 

zhang shan could not believe it. although the heroes medallion was rare, there were many players. 

someone had to have dropped it before. 

yes, I heard from the grapevine that someone sold a heroes medallion offline this morning. I don’t know 

if it’s true. 

“It should be true. I wonder what the final price was?” 

only the two parties involved in the transaction know about this. However, it’s definitely going to be 

very expensive. The other major guilds are going crazy for the heroes medallion. 

red bosses will drop them. Don’t they fight bosses? ” 

why would they stop? after reaching level 20, everyone, including the war god Guild’s members, is 

looking for bosses to fight. They do nothing but search the entire map. 



“it looks like we’re still the lucky ones.” 

“It’s divine equipment bro’s luck that the first red boss dropped the heroes order. Otherwise, we would 

be in the same situation now, going crazy over how to establish a Guild.” 

“Everyone’s here, let’s go to the dungeon. Brother artifact, you can slowly farm monsters, hehe.” 

“Haha, hard mode, here I come.” 

“I wish you a smooth pass.” 

“Thank you, big brother. We’ll definitely clear it.” 

After Feng Yun realm led the party into the dungeon, only the new members who joined later were left 

on the Guild channel. 

Zhang Shan was not familiar with them, so there was nothing to chat about. 

It was not easy to kill time without chatting. 

just as he was thinking about who he wanted to chat with, heart moves just happened to call him. 

brother artifact, the remaining five million gold coins have just been mailed to you. Please check and 

receive it. 

“Alright.” 

zhang shan opened the mail and saw that he had indeed received five million gold. 

“brother xinsui, i’ve received the money. are you really not planning to come to dangyang city?” 

“I’m not going over. The people from the heaven and earth Guild have been very honest recently, 

maybe they’ve woken up after being cut.” 

“That’s impossible. It’s hard to change a person’s nature. I don’t believe they will change.” 

“Let them be, as long as they don’t provoke me.” 

“Alright, then you can level up in peace. Call me if you need anything.” 

“Yes, I’m only level 22, and you’re already level 25. You have to farm faster.” 

“Hehe, work hard then.” 

Another five million gold coins had been obtained, but it was a pity that it had to be shared with others. 

After all, a total of twelve people had gone, and he couldn’t keep it all to himself. 

Although he was the one who had killed most of the heaven and earth Guild’s members, he couldn’t do 

anything to them without the help of others. 

He could only waste time with them until the heaven and earth Guild’s people scattered. Only then 

would Zhang Shan have a chance to make a move. 

It wasn’t as satisfying as fighting head-on, and the key was that there could be an accident. 



As for how much gold to be split with the others, Zhang Shan was in a dilemma. 

If he gave them too much, Zhang Shan would not be able to bear it. His heart ached for the money. It 

wasn’t good to have too few points. 

let’s say that each of them had four heads, 50000 gold coins for each head. each of them would get 

200000 gold coins. after 2.2 million gold coins were distributed, zhang shan would get 7.8 million gold 

coins. 

It’s decided then. I’ll mail them 200000 gold coins each. 

I’ve received the reward for ‘follow my heart’. I’ve mailed two hundred thousand gold coins to each of 

you. I’ll keep the rest. 

thank you, boss. There’s meat to eat if you follow brother divine weapon. 

” f * ck! you guys just went to yingtian for a trip and earned 200000 gold coins in less than half an hour. ” 

“F * ck, it’s not that easy to pick up money.” 

... 

” it’s not like they’re picking up money. without brother divine weapon, they’ll just be sending 

themselves to their deaths. ” 

“Boss, please accept my Lackey. Next time you have such a thing, you must call me. I’m your loyal 

Lackey.” 

f * ck, don’t get distracted. Focus on killing the mobs. F * ck, I almost died. 

“what the f * ck, even the monsters in hard mode are so strong. brother divine equipment, i’ll stop 

talking. if i don’t get serious, the boss is going to kick me out of the dungeon.” 

was the hard mode of the instance dungeon that difficult? They had all changed into level 20 

equipment. 

Did they have to be so serious even when dealing with the small monsters in the dungeon? 

zhang shan had only played the normal mode once. after that, he had not tried to understand the other 

modes and how difficult they were. 

Go to the forum and take a look. The all-powerful Big Boss of the forum knows everything. 

Before this, he had not looked for any information in this area. Now that he had checked, Zhang Shan 

was really shocked. 

In extreme mode, the monsters in the dungeon were level 20, and their attributes were not much 

stronger than the monsters outside. 

However, the monsters in extreme mode were all in a berserk state. Their attack speed was extremely 

fast, and they could also run in the air. 

... 



The main point was that after seeing the players, the monsters would swarm over and surround the 

players in an instant. 

Unless a good formation was maintained, no one could stand inside for a minute. 

As for hard mode, the monsters did not go berserk, but they still attacked the players. 

If the players ran, they wouldn’t be in any danger. However, it would be difficult to clear the small 

monsters. The dungeon was densely packed with small monsters. Kiting to clear the small monsters 

would take more than a day. 

they could only rely on maintaining the formation. the meat shields were at the periphery, supporting 

and healing, while the others slowly cleared the small monsters. 

From the looks of it, the normal difficulty that Zhang Shan and the rest had cleared last week could only 

be said to be kindergarten level. 

it was much simpler. 

There was one more problem. Since the monsters in hard mode and extreme mode were so powerful, 

would the boss be weak? 

it would definitely be much stronger. 

Zhang Shan could not help but pray for Feng Yun realm and the rest. He hoped that they would be 

successful. 

They were going after the red boss. Only the drops of the red boss would attract people. 

Red bosses were too rare in the wild, so they could only rely on the guarding boss in the dungeon once a 

week. 

Now that the little Secretary’s equipment was very strong, coupled with Feng Yun Qing Qing’s totem 

technique, they were a very strong team as a whole. 

If they couldn’t even pass the hard mode with this kind of configuration, that would be too ridiculous. 

Then what kind of configuration would they need to pass the extreme mode? 

There shouldn’t be a problem. 

Zhang Shan could not help anyway, so it was better to focus on killing monsters. 


